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Multiple-choice exams are frequently used as an efficient and objective method
to assess learning, but they are more vulnerable to answer copying than tests
based on open questions. Several statistical tests (known as indices in the literature) have been proposed to detect cheating; however, to the best of our
knowledge, they all lack mathematical support that guarantees optimality in any
sense. We partially fill this void by deriving the uniformly most powerful (UMP)
test under the assumption that the response distribution is known. In practice,
however, we must estimate a behavioral model that yields a response distribution for each question. As an application, we calculate the empirical type I
and type II error rates for several indices that assume different behavioral
models using simulations based on real data from 12 nationwide multiplechoice exams taken by fifth and ninth graders in Colombia. We find that the
most powerful index among those studied, subject to the restriction of preserving the type I error, is one based on the work of Wollack and is superior to the
index developed by Wesolowsky.
Keywords: ω index; answer copying; false discovery rate; Neyman–Pearson lemma

1. Introduction
Multiple-choice exams are frequently used, as they are considered by many to
be an efficient and objective way of evaluating knowledge. Nevertheless, they
are more vulnerable to answer copying than tests based on open questions.
Answer-copy indices provide a statistical tool for detecting cheating by examining suspiciously similar response patterns between two students. However, these
indices have three problems. First, similar answer patterns between a pair of
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students may occur without answer copying. For example, two individuals with
very similar educational backgrounds are likely to provide similar answers. The
second problem is that a statistical test (an index) is by no means a conclusive
basis for accusing someone of copying, since it is impossible to completely
eliminate type I errors. In other words, it is possible that two individuals may
share the same response pattern by chance. Finally, every index assumes
responses are stochastic. If the assumed probability distribution is incorrect, the
index can lead to incorrect conclusions. Furthermore, all the indices in the literature are ad hoc and there are no theoretical results that support the use of one
index over the other.
Wollack (2003) compares several indices using real data and finds that among
those that preserve size (i.e., indices that have an empirical type I error rate below
the theoretical one. That is, in practice they are less than or equally likely to erroneously reject the null hypothesis than suggested by the size of the test), the ω
index, based on the work of Wollack (1997), is the most powerful one. However,
the set of indices studied is not comprehensive and in particular does not include
the index developed by Wesolowsky (2000).
Thus, there are two gaps in the literature that this article seeks to fill. First, it
provides theoretical foundations for validating the use of indices that reject the
null hypothesis of no cheating for a large number of identical answers under the
assumption that student responses are stochastic.
Second, we calculate the empirical type I and type II error rates of two refinements of the indices first developed by Frary, Tideman, and Watts (1977), the ω
and g indices based on the work of Wollack (1997) and Wesolowsky (2000),
respectively. Using Monte Carlo simulations and data from the SABER tests
taken by fifth and ninth graders in Colombia in May and October 2009, we find
that the conditional version of the standardized index first developed by Wollack
(1997) is the most powerful among those that preserve size.
The article is organized as follows. The second section derives an optimal statistical test (index) to detect answer copying using the Neyman–Pearson lemma
(NPL). The third section presents two of the most widely used indices, which are
based on the work of Wollack (1997), Frary et al. (1977), Wesolowsky (2000),
and van der Linden and Sotaridona (2006). The fourth section presents a brief
summary of the data used and is followed by a section that presents the methodology of the Monte Carlo simulations used to find the empirical type I and type
II error rates (to test which behavioral model gives the best results) and its results.
Finally, the sixth section concludes.
2. Applying the NPL to Answer Copying
It is normal for two answer patterns to have similarities by chance.
Answer-copying indices are used to detect similarities that are so unlikely
to happen naturally that answer copying becomes a more natural explanation
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than chance. Most answer-copy indices are calculated by counting the number of identical answers between the test taker suspected of copying and the
test taker suspected of providing answers. For examples, see van der Linden
and Sotaridona (2004, 2006); Sotaridona and Meijer (2003, 2002); Sotaridona, van der Linden, and Meijer (2006); Holland (1996); Frary et al.
(1977); Cohen (1960); Bellezza and Bellezza (1989); Angoff (1974); Wesolowsky (2000); and Wollack (1997). In all these indices, the null hypothesis
is the same: There is no cheating.
All these indices are ad hoc since they are not derived to be optimal in any
sense. To the authors’ knowledge, this article presents the first effort to rationalize the use of these indices to detect answer copying using the NPL (Neyman &
Pearson, 1933), resulting in the uniformly most powerful (UMP) test (index),
assuming we know the underlying probability that two individuals have the same
answer in each question. However, we must turn to empirical data to find the performance of each index since different behavioral models result in different
response probability distributions.
First, we state the problem formally. Let us assume that there are N questions and n alternatives for each question. We are interested in testing
whether the individual who cheated (denoted by c) copied from the individual who supposedly provided the answers (denoted by s). Let gcs be the number of questions that c copied from s. The objective is to test the following
hypotheses:
H0 : gcs ¼ 0
H1 : gcs > 0

Let Icsi be equal to 1 when individuals c and s have the same answer to question i and 0 otherwise. Then, the number of common answers between c and s can
be expressed as:
Mcs ¼

N
X
Icsi :

ð1Þ

i¼1

Under the null hypothesis Mcs is the sum of N independent Bernoulli random
variables, each with a different probability of success i , equal to the probability
that individual c has the same answer as individual s in question i. The distribution of Mcs is known as a Poisson binomial distribution. Let Bð1 ; :::;N Þ be that
distribution and fN ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ be the probability
mass function
(pmf) at x.


P
Note that fN ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ ¼ A2Fx ∏i2A i ∏j2Ac ð1  j Þ , where Fx ¼ fA :
A ⊂ f1; :::; N g; jAj ¼ xg. If 1 ¼ 2 ¼ ::: ¼ N ¼ , then the Poisson binomial
distribution reduces to a standard binomial distribution. Although computing fN
can be computationally intensive, efficient algorithms have been derived by
Hong (2013).
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Now, let A denote the set of questions that student c copied from s. Then if
jAj ¼ k, it means that gcs ¼ k, and Mcs has the pmf f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ, where
0
0
:
we define f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ ¼ fN ðx; 1 ; ::; N Þ such that
0



i ¼

1
i

if i 2 A
if i 2
=A

For example, say that there are 50 questions and that the students copied questions 1, 10, and 50 (i.e., A ¼ f1; 10; 50g), then
f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ ¼ fN ðx; 1; 2 ; :::; 9 ; 1; 11 ; :::; 49 ; 1Þ:

Before we continue, let us state the NPL:
Theorem 1: NPL (Casella & Berger, 2002)

Consider testing H0 : y ¼ y0 against H1 : y ¼ y1 , where the pmf is f ðxjyi Þ,
i ¼ 0; 1, using a statistical test (index) with rejection region R (and therefore its
complement, Rc , is the nonrejection region) that satisfies
x2R
x 2 Rc

if f ðxjy1 Þ > f ðxjy0 Þd
if f ðxjy1 Þ < f ðxjy0 Þd

ð2Þ

for some d  0, and
a ¼ PH0 ðX 2 RÞ

ð3Þ

where PHi ðX 2 AÞ :¼ PðX 2 AÞ if y ¼ yi . Then
1.
2.

(Sufficiency) Any test (index) that satisfies Equations 2 and 3 is a UMP level a test
(index).
(Necessity) If there exists a test (index) satisfying Equations 2 and 3 with d > 0,
then every UMP level a test (index) is a size a test (index)—satisfying 3—and
every UMP level a test (index) satisfies 2 except perhaps on a set A such that
PHo ðX 2 AÞ ¼ PH1 ðX 2 AÞ ¼ 0.

Notice that NPL implies that a likelihood ratio test is the UMP test for simple
hypothesis testing. Let us apply the NPL to the simple hypothesis test
H0 : A ¼ A0 and H1 : A ¼ A1 , where A0 ¼ ; (i.e., there is no cheating) and A1
is a set of questions. If in the data we observe x questions answered equally by
individuals c and s, then the likelihood ratio test would be:
A ðxÞ ¼

f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; A1 Þ
f^ ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; A1 Þ
¼ N
fN ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ
f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; A0 Þ

Now we must find the critical value of the test. In other words, we need the
greatest value c such that under the null we have:
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1  PHo

f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ
<c
f ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ

!
¼ PHo

f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ
>c
fN ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ

!
a

For any given pair of simple hypotheses (H0 : A ¼ A0 , H1 : A ¼ A1 ), we know
how to find the UMP (by using the NPL) test. The following lemma will allow us
to find the UMP test for more complex alternative hypothesis (e.g.,
H1 : fA : jAj  1g) as it lets us exploit the fact that distribution families with the
monotone likelihood ratio property have a UMP that does not depend on the
alternative hypothesis (see section 3.4 in Lehmann & Romano, 2005).
^

1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
Lemma 1: A ðxÞ ¼ f NfNðx;
ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ is increasing in x 2 f0; :::; N g for all A.

Before we present the proof, we must first recall some useful results proved by
Wang (1993).
Theorem 2: Theorem 2 in Wang (1993). The pmf of a Poisson binomial satisfies the following inequality:
fN ðx; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ2 > CðxÞfN ðx þ 1; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ fN ðx  1; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ
N xþ1
where CðxÞ ¼ maxðxþ1
x ; Nx Þ
which has as an immediate corollary:

Corollary 1: The pmf of a Poisson binomial satisfies the following inequality:
fN ðx; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ2 > fN ðx þ 1; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ fN ðx  1; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N Þ

Now we are ready to prove the lemma:
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof will be done by induction on the size of A.

Base Case
First, consider the case jAj ¼ 1. Without loss of generality, as the pmf is invariant to permutations of the i ‘s (Wang, 1993), assume A ¼ f1g. The numerator in
the lemma’s quotient is 0 for x ¼ 0, so we proceed to prove monotonicity A ðxÞ
in x for x  1. Likewise, the case N ¼ 1 follows trivially, so we assume N > 1.
For simplicity, we call gðxÞ ¼ fN1 ðx; 2 ; . . . ; N Þ. First, note that
f^N ðx; 1 ; . . . ; N ; AÞ ¼ gðx  1Þ:

Second, Corollary 1 states that gðx  1Þgðx þ 1Þ < gðxÞ2 . Third, we can write
fN ðx; 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; N Þ ¼ 1 gðx  1Þ þ ð1  1 ÞgðxÞ. With these observations,
we have
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f^N ðx; 1 ; . . . ; N ; AÞ
gðx  1Þ
 gðxÞ þ ð1  1 Þgðx þ 1Þ
¼
 1
fN ðx; 1 ; . . . ; N Þ
1 gðx  1Þ þ ð1  1 ÞgðxÞ 1 gðxÞ þ ð1  1 Þgðx þ 1Þ
<

1 gðxÞgðx  1Þ þ ð1  1 ÞgðxÞ2
½1 gðx  1Þ þ ð1  1 ÞgðxÞ½1 gðxÞ þ ð1  1 Þgðx þ 1Þ

¼

gðxÞ
1 gðxÞ þ ð1  1 Þgðx þ 1Þ

¼

f^N ðx þ 1; 1 ; . . . ; N ; AÞ
:
fN ðx þ 1; 1 ; . . . ; N Þ

Inductive Step
^

1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
Suppose A ðxÞ ¼ f NfNðx;
ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ is increasing in x 2 f0; :::; N g for all A, such
that jAj ¼ k. Without loss of generality, consider a set A such that 1 2
= A and
^ ¼ k þ 1). Then,
jAj ¼ k. Let A^ ¼ A [ f1g (so jAj

^
f^N ðx; 1 ; :::;N ;AÞ
f^ ðx; 1; ::;N ;AÞ f^N ðx; 1; ::;N ;AÞ fN ðx; 1; :::;N Þ
¼ N
¼

^A ðxÞ ¼
fN ðx; 1 ; :::;N Þ
fN ðx; 1 ; :::;N Þ
fN ðx; 1; :::;N Þ
fN ðx; 1 ; :::;N Þ
¼

f^N ðx; 1; ::;N ;AÞ f^N ðx; 1 ; :::;N ;f1gÞ f^N ðx þ 1; 1; ::;N ;AÞ

<
fN ðx; 1; :::;N Þ
fN ðx; 1 ; :::;N Þ
fN ðx þ 1; 1; :::;N Þ


^
f^N ðx þ 1; 1 ; :::;N ;f1gÞ f^N ðx þ 1; 1 ; ::;N ;AÞ
^
¼
¼ A ðx þ 1Þ
fN ðx þ 1; 1 ; :::;N Þ
fN ðx þ 1; 1 ; :::;N Þ

Given that

f^N ðx;1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
fN ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ

is increasing in x for all A, then we have that for every
^
 P
1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
c there exists a k  such that PHo f NfNðx;
<
c
¼ kw¼0 fN ðw; 1 ; :::; N Þ.
ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ
^

1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
¼
a
¼
The last equality also comes from the fact that PHo f NfNðx;
ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ
^

1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
PHo ðMcs ¼ bÞ ¼ fN ðb; 1 ; :::; N Þ, where b is such that f NfNðb;
ðb;1 ;:::;N Þ ¼ a. Notice

^

1 ;:::;N ;AÞ
that b is unique due to the strict monotonicity of f NfNðx;
ðx;1 ;:::;N Þ .
In particular for a given size a of the test, we can find k  such that

1  PHo


f^N ðx; 1 ; :::; N ; AÞ
f ðx; 1 ; :::; N Þ


<c

¼1

k
X

f ðw; 1 ; :::; N Þ  a

w¼0

Then, if we reject the null hypothesis when Mcs > k  , we get the UMP for a
particular set A. However, the rejection region is the same for all A. Thus, if we
reject the null hypothesis when Mcs > k  , we get the UMP for all A such that
jAj  1.
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The previous derivation is the first, to the best of our knowledge, that guarantees optimality of indices that reject the null hypothesis for large values of Mcs . In
other words, we have derived the most powerful index among those with size a
and shown that this index is one that rejects the null hypothesis for large values of
Mcs . As many existing indices count the number of matches and compare them to
a critical value, this implies that they have the same functional form as the UMP.
Indices that reject the null hypothesis for large values of identical incorrect
answers (such as the K-index; Holland, 1996) can only be UMP if we assume that
correct answers are never the result of answer copying.
However, an underlying assumption we have used so far is that we observe the
value of i for all i. Instead, we observe the actual answers that individuals provided to the questions in the exam and must infer the value of i for all i from
these observations. Therefore, we cannot actually achieve the UMP. The closer
we are to correctly estimating the i ‘s, the closer our index will be to the UMP.
Additionally, our theoretical result does not cover all possible answer-copying
indices. For example, in this article, we only consider blind copying events and
not shift-copy events in which c copies answers to the next or previous (instead of
current) question by mistake. Notice that in the presence of shift-copy events, the
number of common answers between c and s might be smaller than gcs . Additionally, Belov (2011) showed that in the presence of variable sections (tests often
have an ‘‘operational’’ section with identical questions for all students and a
‘‘variable’’ section with different questions for adjacent students), the model
of Poisson trials does not work because each i becomes a discrete random
variable. Belov (2011) develops an index (the VM index) that considers
shift-copy events and takes into account the presence of variable sections.
Because of its nature, our theoretical results do not speak to the optimality
of the VM index.
In a seminal article, Frary et al. (1977) developed the first indices, known as g1
and g2 , that reject the null hypothesis for large values of Mcs . Wollack (1997),
van der Linden and Sotaridona (2006), and Wesolowsky (2000) have proposed
further refinements of the methods of Frary et al. (1977) methods. The main difference between these indices is how they estimate the i ‘s. The next section
outlines a methodology to compare indices, in terms of their type I and type II
error rate, using real data from multiple-choice exams. We present the result
of comparing the two widely used indices developed by Wesolowsky (2000) and
Wollack (1997), as they have never been compared in the literature before and
they both reject the null hypothesis for large values of Mcs (and therefore their
use is justified by the results from this section).
3. Copy Indices
Let us assume that student j has a probability jiv of answering option v on
question i. The probability that two students have the same answer on question
441
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iði Þ can be calculated in two ways. First, assuming
P independent answers, the
probability of obtaining the same answer is i ¼ nv¼1 civ siv .
Second, we could think of the answers of individual s as being fixed, as if
he or she was the source of the answers and c the student who copies. In the
absence of cheating, conditional on the answers of s, the probability that
individual c has the same answer as individual s in question i is i ¼ civs ,
where civs is the probability that individual c answered option vs which was
chosen by s in question i.
A discussion of these two approaches is given in Frary et al. (1977) and van
der Linden and Sotaridona (2006). The first is known as the unconditional index
and is symmetric in the sense that the choice of who is s and who is c is irrelevant
since i is the same either way. The second is known as the conditional index and
it is not symmetric, opening the possibility that the index rejects the null hypothesis that student a copied from student b but not rejecting the null hypothesis that
b copied from a. The details of each situation determine which approach is appropriate. If we believe students copied from each other or answered the test jointly
then a conditional index is undesirable, but if we believe that a student is the
source (for whatever reason) of answers but did not collaborate with the cheater,
then a conditional index might be more appropriate. We study both conditional
and unconditional indices.
Indices vary along three dimensions. The first dimension is how they estimate
j
iv . The second is whether they are a conditional or an unconditional index.
Finally, they vary in how critical values are calculated. They either use the exact
distribution (a Poisson binomial distribution) or a normal distribution, by applying some version of the central limit theorem. This is a common practice, as computing the pmf of a Poisson binomial is an NP-hard problem, which can be
computationally intensive and often requires summing a large number of small
quantities, which can lead to numerical errors.
In order to use the central limit theorem in this context, recall Mcs is the sum of
P
P
N Bernoulli variables and has mean Ni¼1 i and variance Ni¼1 i ð1  i Þ. Thus,
PN
Mcs 
i¼1 i
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ converges in distribution to a standard normal distribution as
PN

ð1


Þ
i
i
i¼1
N goes to infinity, as long as i 2 ð0; 1Þ for all i. In practice, this means there is
no question with an option that no student will choose (see section 2.7 of
Lehmann, 1999, for more details). There are two advantages to the normal
approximation. First, critical values are easier to calculate and more precise
(computationally) and second, it allows for a finer choice of critical values.
As mentioned before, Frary et al. (1977) developed the first indices that reject
the null hypothesis for large values of Mcs . However, both Wesolowsky (2000)
and Wollack (2003) show that variations of the original method proposed by
Frary et al. (1977) yield superior results, and in this article, we study the indices
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they developed. The first variation is the ω index developed by Wollack (1997)
that assumes there is an underlying nominal response model. The second variation is the g index developed by Wesolowsky (2000).
3.1. ω Index
The ω index (Wollack 1997) assumes a nominal response model that allows
the probability of answering a given option to vary across questions and individuals. As before, let N be the number of questions and n be the number of alternatives for answering each question. Suppose that an individual with skill yj , who
does not copy, has a probability iv of choosing option v in response to question i.
In other words,
eiv þiv yj
jiv  iv ðyj Þ ¼ Xn
;
eih þih yj
h¼1

ð4Þ

where iv and iv are model parameters and are known as the intercept and slope,
respectively. The intercept and slope can vary across questions. The parameters
of the questions (iv and iv ) are estimated using marginal maximum likelihood,
while ability is estimated using the Expected A Posteriori (EAP) method. The
estimation is performed using the rirt package in R (Germain, Abdous, & Valois,
2014). The ability is estimated taking into account that a correct answer to a ‘‘difficult’’ question indicates a higher ability than a correct answer to a ‘‘simple’’
question. More information on marginal maximum likelihood and EAP can be
found in van der Linden and Hambleton (1997) and Hambleton, Swaminathan,
and Rogers (1991).
Let ω1 and ω2 be the unconditional and conditional (exact) versions of this
index, following somewhat the g1 and g2 notation of Frary et al. (1977), and let
ωs1 and ωs2 be the standardized versions (i.e., they use the normal distribution to
find the critical values of the index). Specifically,
ω1 ¼ Mcs *Bð1 ; :::; N Þ
0
0
ω2 ¼ Mcs *Bð1 ; :::; N Þ
XN
Mcs 

i¼1 i
*N ð0; 1Þ
ωs1 ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
XN

ð1


Þ
i
i
i¼1
XN 0
Mcs 

i¼1 i
s
ﬃ *N ð0; 1Þ;
ω2 ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
XN 0
0

ð1


Þ
i
i
i¼1

P
where i ¼ nv¼1 civ siv and jiv is calculated using Equation 4. Similarly,
iv þiv yc
0
i ¼ civs ¼ Pne s ihsþih yc , where vs is the answer of individual s to question i.
h¼1 e
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3.2. g Index
The indices developed by Wesolowsky (2000) assume that the probability that
^) in question i is given by:
student j has the correct answer (option 

ji^v ¼ 1  ð1  rÞaj

1=aj

;

ð5Þ

where ri is the proportion of students who had the right answer to question i. The
parameter aj is estimated by solving the equation
XN
i¼1

N

ji^v

¼ cj ;

where cj is the proportion of questions answered correctly by individual j.
Finally, we need the probability that student j chooses option  among those that
are incorrect, which is estimated as the proportion of students with an incorrect
answer who chose each incorrect option. Thus, we have an estimate jiv for every
individual j, every question i, and every option . Let us denote by g1 and g2 the
unconditional and conditional version of this index and by gs1 and gs2 their standardized version, respectively. Specifically,
g1 ¼ Mcs *Bð1 ; :::; N Þ
g2 ¼ Mcs *Bð0 i ; :::; 0 N Þ
XN
Mcs 

i¼1 i
s
g1 ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
*N ð0; 1Þ
XN

ð1


Þ
i
i
i¼1
XN 0
Mcs 

i¼1 i
s
g2 ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
*N ð0; 1Þ;
XN 0
0

ð1


Þ
i
i¼1 i

P
where i ¼ nv¼1 civ siv and jiv is calculated using Equation 5 if  is the correct
answer and if not, as the proportion of students with answer  among those who

0
1=ac
chose any incorrect option. Finally, i ¼ civs ¼ 1  ð1  ri Þac
, if individual
0
s chose the correct option; if individual s chose an incorrect answer, then i is
equal to the proportion of students with answer s among those who chose any
incorrect option.
Before we compare how the different versions of the ω and the g index fare in
practice, the following section presents the data used.

4. Data
4.1. Standardized testing in Colombia
In Colombia, all students enrolled in 5th, 9th, and 11th grades, whether
attending a private or public school, are required to take a standardized,
444
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TABLE 1.
Summary Statistics
Test

Subject

Grade

Month

Questions

Students

Examination Rooms

5041F1
5041F2
5042F1
5042F2
5043F1
5043F2
9041F1
9041F2
9042F1
9042F2
9043F1
9043F2

Math
Math
Language
Language
Science
Science
Math
Math
Language
Language
Science
Science

Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Ninth
Ninth
Ninth
Ninth
Ninth
Ninth

May
October
May
October
May
October
May
October
May
October
May
October

48
48
36
36
48
48
54
54
54
54
54
54

60,099
403,624
60,455
402,508
60,404
405,537
44,577
303,233
44,876
302,781
44,820
30,3723

3,421
31,827
3,441
31,642
3,432
31,833
1,110
9,059
1,110
9,044
1,107
9,053

Source: Instituto Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Educación. Calculations: Authors.

multiple-choice test known as SABER. These exams are intended to measure
the performance of students and schools across several areas. The Instituto
Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Educación (ICFES), a government institution, is in charge of developing, distributing, and applying these exams.
Scores on the test taken in 11th grade are used by most universities in Colombia as an admission criterion, but there are no consequences for fifth and ninth
graders based on their test performance. The ICFES also evaluates all university students during their senior year.
4.2. Data Used
In this article, we analyze all the fifth and ninth grade tests for 2009. Each
grade (fifth and ninth) takes three tests: science, mathematics, and language. Students at schools whose academic year ends in December (both private and public) take the exam in September, while students at schools whose academic year
ends in June (mainly private schools) take the exam in May. In total, there are
two dates, two grades, and three subjects, for a total of 12 exams. The following
codes are assigned by the ICFES to each exam: per grade, 5 for fifth and 9 for
ninth. Per area, 041 for mathematics, 042 for language, and 043 for science. Per
date, F1 for May and F2 for October. For example, exam 9041F2 is taken by
ninth graders for mathematics in October. A brief overview of each test is presented in Table 1.
The database contains the answers chosen by each individual to every question on all of the tests, as well as the examination room where the exam was
taken. The correct answers for each exam are also available.
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5. Index Comparison
In this section, we compare the different versions of the ω and the g indices. In
order to do this, we evaluate the type I and type II error rates by creating synthetic
samples in which we control the level of cheating between individuals.

5.1. Methods
To find the empirical type I error rate, individuals who could not have possibly
copied from one another are paired together and tested for cheating using a particular index. This is done by pairing individuals who took the exam in different
rooms, thus eliminating the possibility of answer copying to some extent. We
cannot rule out the possibility that proctors give out the answers to students, but
as these are low-stakes exams for teachers and schools, we do not believe this is a
first-order concern. Additionally, as the exam takes place at the same date and
time nationwide, we do not believe that students are able to share their answers
with students in other examination rooms.
The empirical type I error rate is calculated as the proportion of pairs for
which the index rejects the null hypothesis. To find the empirical type II error
rate, we take these answer-copy free pairs and simulate copying by forcing specific answers to be the same. The proportion of pairs for which the index rejects
the null hypothesis is the power of the index (recall that the power of the test is
the complement of the type II error rate, i.e., Power ¼ 100%  Type II Error).
To make things clearer, let c denote the test taker suspected of cheating, s the
test taker believed to have served as the source of answers. The steps taken to find
the type I error rate and the power of each index are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

One hundred thousand pairs are chosen in such a way that for each couple the individuals performed the exam in different examination rooms. Each pair is constructed by randomly selecting two examination rooms and then randomly
selecting one student from each examination room. Then within each pair, the students are randomly ordered. The first student is labeled s (the source) and the second student is labeled c (the copier). This distinction is only important for the
conditional (subscript 2) version of the indices. The selection process is done with
replacement.
The answer-copy methodology is applied to these pairs, and the proportion of pairs
for which the index rejects the null hypothesis is the empirical type I error rate
estimator.
To calculate the power of the index, the answer pattern for individual c is changed
by replacing k of his answer to match those of individual s. For example, let us
assume the answer pattern for s is ACBCDADCDAB, which means that there were
11 questions and that he or she answered A to the first question, C to the second
question, and so on. Also assume that the original answer pattern of c without
copying is DCABCDAABCB. Let k be 5 and let us assume that the randomly
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selected questions were 1, 4, 5, 10, 11. This means that the modified (with copying) answer patterns for c will be ACACDDAABAB. Specifically,
a. The level of copying k (the number of answers transferred from s to c) is set.
b. k questions are selected randomly.
c. Individual c’s answers for the k questions are changed to replicate those of
individual s. Answers that were originally identical count as part of the k questions being changed.
4. We apply the answer-copy methodology to the pairs whose exams have been
altered. The proportion of pairs accused of cheating is the power of the index for
a copying level of k.

5.2. Results
Throughout the analysis, a size (a) value of 0.1% is used and the power of the
index is calculated at copying levels (k) of 1; 5; 10; 15; 20; :::; N , where N is the
number of questions in the exam. To make the results as comparable as possible
and reduce the noise generated by using different random draws, the 100,000
pairs are picked first and then the different indices are applied to the same set
of randomly generated pairs.
5.2.1. Type I error rate. As can be seen in Tables 2 and 3, the g2 , gs2 , and ω2
indices have an empirical type I error rate that is consistently above the theoretical type I error rate of 1 in 1,000 and is also statistically significant. The g1
index (which is the exact index developed by Wesolowsky, 2000) empirical error
rate is above the theoretical one in several cases.
Based on these results, we discard the g2 , gs2 , and ω2 indices and restrict the
search for the most powerful index to g1 , gs1 , ω1 , ωs1 , and ωs2 .
5.2.2. Power of the indices. Figure 1 shows the power of the g1 , gs1 , ω1 , ωs1 , and ωs2
indices in relation to the fifth grade mathematics test taken in May. Notice that the
ωs2 index is the most powerful for all levels of answer copying. This is true for all
exams as shown in Figures A1–A11 in Online Appendix A. Based on the results of
the previous section and this section, we believe this favors the use of the ωs2 index
over all other versions of the ω index and all versions of the g index.
In other words, the most powerful index among those studied, subject to the
restriction of preserving the type I error, uses a nominal response model for item
answering, conditions the probability of identical answers on the answer pattern
of the individual who provides the answers, and calculates critical values via a
normal approximation.
An important caveat is that the ωs2 is superior in this data set (across all grades,
subjects, and dates), but in other settings different indices could yield better
results as they might give better estimates for the i ‘s. Additionally, the conditional index might work better simply because of our simulation design, where
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TABLE 2.
Type I Error for the g Indices
Exam

Subject

Grade

Month

5041F1

Math

Fifth

May

5041F2

Math

Fifth

October

5042F1

Language

Fifth

May

5042F2

Language

Fifth

October

5043F1

Science

Fifth

May

5043F2

Science

Fifth

October

9041F1

Math

Ninth

May

9041F2

Math

Ninth

October

9042F1

Language

Ninth

May

9042F2

Language

Ninth

October

9043F1

Science

Ninth

May

9043F2

Science

Ninth

October

g1

g2

gs1

gs2

0.67
(0.08)
1.02
(0.1)
1.01
(0.1)
1.4***
(0.12)
1.01
(0.1)
0.9
(0.09)
1.68***
(0.13)
2.55***
(0.16)
0.69
(0.08)
0.89
(0.09)
1.67***
(0.13)
1.41***
(0.12)

2.81***
(0.17)
3.17***
(0.18)
2.09***
(0.14)
2.33***
(0.15)
2.33***
(0.15)
2.07***
(0.14)
2.38***
(0.15)
2.33***
(0.15)
1.86***
(0.14)
1.97***
(0.14)
2.25***
(0.15)
2.11***
(0.15)

0.43
(0.07)
0.71
(0.08)
0.63
(0.08)
1.02
(0.1)
0.71
(0.08)
0.74
(0.09)
1.29***
(0.11)
1.93***
(0.14)
0.4
(0.06)
0.54
(0.07)
1.27***
(0.11)
1.16*
(0.11)

0.74
(0.09)
1.1
(0.1)
1.04
(0.1)
1.45***
(0.12)
1.2**
(0.11)
1.38***
(0.12)
1.3***
(0.11)
1.59***
(0.13)
0.95
(0.1)
1.2**
(0.11)
1.57***
(0.13)
1.72***
(0.13)

Source: Instituto Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Educación. Calculations: Authors.
Note. Number of innocent pairs accused of copying (for every 1,000 pairs) at a ¼ 0:1%. Standard
errors in parentheses. For each exam-index combination, we test whether the empirical type I error
^  0:1% vs. H1 ¼ a
^ > 0:1%). The
rate ð^
a Þ is greater than the theoretical one a ¼ 0:1% (i.e., H0 : a
asterisks denote the level at which the null hypothesis can be rejected.
*p < .10. **p < .05 ***p < .01.

one student’s answers (c) were changed to another student’s answers (s), which
resembles a setting where the cheater copied some answers from the source
instead of the source and the cheater collaborating to come up with answers
together.
Since different tests have different quantities of questions, this could potentially lead to different results since the standardized indices converge to a normal
distribution as the number of questions goes to infinity. In Online Appendix B,
we randomly sample 36 questions (the minimum number of questions across all
12 exams) from each exam and repeat the exercise outlined in this section. The
overall qualitative results do not change as the same indices (g2 , gs2 , and the ω2 )
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TABLE 3.
Type I Error for the ω Indices
Subject

Grade

Month

ω1

ω2

ωs1

ωs2

5041F1

Math

Fifth

May

5041F2

Math

Fifth

October

5042F1

Language

Fifth

May

5042F2

Language

Fifth

October

5043F1

Science

Fifth

May

5043F2

Science

Fifth

October

9041F1

Math

Ninth

May

9041F2

Math

Ninth

October

9042F1

Language

Ninth

May

9042F2

Language

Ninth

October

9043F1

Science

Ninth

May

9043F2

Science

Ninth

October

0.29
(0.05)
0.68
(0.08)
0.66
(0.08)
0.89
(0.09)
0.71
(0.08)
0.79
(0.09)
0.96
(0.1)
1.26**
(0.11)
0.48
(0.07)
0.76
(0.09)
1.03
(0.1)
1.06
(0.1)

1.15*
(0.11)
1.27***
(0.11)
1.52***
(0.12)
1.66***
(0.13)
1.37***
(0.12)
1.69***
(0.13)
1.37***
(0.12)
1.56***
(0.12)
1.08
(0.1)
1.42***
(0.12)
1.58***
(0.13)
1.68***
(0.13)

0.15
(0.04)
0.46
(0.07)
0.44
(0.07)
0.59
(0.08)
0.5
(0.07)
0.61
(0.08)
0.8
(0.09)
0.95
(0.1)
0.26
(0.05)
0.56
(0.07)
0.8
(0.09)
0.99
(0.1)

0.52
(0.07)
0.7
(0.08)
0.65
(0.08)
1.09
(0.1)
0.82
(0.09)
1.11
(0.11)
0.94
(0.1)
1.03
(0.1)
0.64
(0.08)
1.03
(0.1)
1.1
(0.1)
1.24**
(0.11)

Exam

Source: Instituto Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Educación. Calculations: Authors.
Note. Number of innocent pairs accused of copying (for every 1,000 pairs) at a ¼ 0:1%. Standard
errors in parentheses. For each exam-index combination, we test whether the empirical type I error
^  0:1% vs. H1 ¼ a
^ > 0:1%). The
rate (^
a ) is greater than the theoretical one a ¼ 0:1% (i.e., H0 : a
asterisks denote the level at which the null hypothesis can be rejected.
*p < .10. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

have an empirical type I error rate that is consistently above the theoretical type I
error rate, and the ωs2 index is the most powerful for all levels of answer copying.
6. Conclusions
In this article, we justify the use of a variety of statistical tests (known as
indices) found in the literature to detect answer copying in standardized tests.
In particular, we give grounds to the use of all indices that reject the null hypothesis for large values of the number of answers that pairs of students have in common. We do this by deriving the UMP test (index) using the NPL under the
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0.4

Power

0.6

0.8

1.0

Exam 5041F1

0.0

0.2

γ1
γs1
ω1
ωs1
ωs2
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Proportion of answers copied

0.8

FIGURE 1. Power in terms of the proportion of answers copied, for all the indices, in the
fifth grade mathematics test taken in May. Source: Instituto Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Educacio´n. Calculations: Authors.

assumption that the response distribution is known. We find that the UMP test
rejects the null hypothesis for large values of the number of common answers
(Mcs ). As many existing indices count the number of matches and compare them
to a critical value, this implies that they have the same functional form as the
UMP. Indices that reject the null hypothesis for large values of identical incorrect
answers (such as the K-index; Holland, 1996) can only be UMP if we assume that
correct answers are never the result of answer copying.
In practice, we do not observe the response distribution; instead, we observe
the actual answers that individuals provided to the questions in the exam and
must infer the response distribution from these observations. The closer we are
to correctly estimating the distribution, the closer our index will be to the UMP
test. The main difference between indices (that reject H0 for large values of Mcs )
is how they estimate this distribution.
Using data from the SABER fifth and ninth grade tests taken in May and October 2009, in Colombia, we compare eight widely used indices that reject the null
hypothesis for large values of the number of common answers (Mcs ) and that are
based on the work of Frary et al. (1977), Wollack (1997), Wesolowsky (2000), and
van der Linden and Sotaridona (2006). Since all these indices estimate the response
distribution differently, in practice they will have different type I and type II error
rates. We first filter out the indices that do not meet the theoretical type I error rate
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and then select most powerful index among them. We find that the most powerful
index, of those that respect the type I error rate, is a conditional index that models
student behavior using a nominal response model, conditions the probability of
identical answers on the answer pattern of the individual that provides answers, and
relies on the central limit theorem to find critical values (which we denote as ωs2 ).
An important caveat is that the ωs2 is superior in this data set (across all grades,
subjects, and dates), but in other settings different indices could yield better
results as they might give better estimates for the i ‘s. Additionally, the conditional index might work better simply because of our simulation design which
resembles a setting where the cheater copied some answers from the source
instead of the source and the cheater collaborating to come up with answers
together.
These results should have an impact on the academic development and application of these indices. First, it is our hope that future work will provide theoretical proof of the optimality of existing indices that our theoretical result does not
cover (e.g., indices that exploit the structure of the test, that consider shift-copy
events, that exploit the seating arrangement of the students, among others). Second, we hope that whenever indices are developed in the future, they are accompanied by theoretical support for their optimality. Finally, since many existing
indices count the number of matches and compare them to a critical value (which
we have proven is the UMP test under our assumptions), empirical simulations
such as ours must be conducted in order to determine which behavioral model
best approximates the true underlying response pattern, which in turn will indicate which index is best suited for each application.
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